
AGELESS IMAGE WELLNESS AND BEAUTY

AFTERCARE INSTRUCTIONS FOR MICRONEEDLING:





	 Immediately after treatment you will have redness in the treated area, and it will feel 	 	
	 much like a sunburn. You might also feel like the skin is “tight”. The redness will 		 	
	 resolve in twenty four to forty eight hours. Please use the lubricant provided whenever


	 you feel dry during the first 24 hours. 




	 You might have some mild discomfort that will resolve over the next two hours. Avoid 	 	
	 using anything topical other than what is provided, on the treated area for twenty four to 
	 thirty six hours. 


	 Avoid heavy exercise, swimming and sweating for twenty four to thirty six hours. NO 	 	
	 make up for twenty four hours.




	 Use a gentle cleanser and pressure while washing treated area. If you had PRP 		 	
	 treatment as well use only warm water for the first twenty four hours. 

After twenty four (36 even better) hours you can moisturize and use sun block as 	 	
	 needed.





	 If you are going to be outside after twenty four hours use sunblock. If the area treated is 
	 your face also wear a wide brimmed hat.




	 Forty eight to seventy two hours after treatment your skin may begin to shed/peel. Keep 
	 a high quality moisturizer on the treated area until peeling complete. Usually five to 	 	
	 seven days. 





	 DO NOT USE TOPICAL CREAMS OR SERUMS THAT ARE EXFOLIATING UNTIL 		 	
	 HEALING IS COMPLETE. IE: Retinol, Glycolic/ Salicylic/Lactic acids, Vitamin C.


	 No waxing or chemical peels for two to three weeks.




	 


	 THANK YOU FOR CHOOSING AGELESS IMAGE TO CARE FOR YOU TODAY! WE 	 	
	 APPRECIATE YOU AND LOOK FORWARD TO HELPING YOU ACHIEVE YOUR GOALS.


PURSUING  BEAUTY THAT IS MORE THAN SKIN DEEP


